
Install Open Pose Editor:

Paste this Link „ https://github.com/fkunn1326/openpose-editor „ under Extras into install from URL

Then click on „check for Update“ and restart UI.
there is also a more complex 3d openpose mode, but the one shown above is more than enough.

Fast Tutorial:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5z71oxf8kh4



Installing Control Net

First download the models found following the link:
https://civitai.com/models/9251?modelVersionId=11004

Open the Comand Window (type cmd) and after locating your SDWEBUI Folder type:
pip install opencv-python 

Then you have to install thsi link from URL : https://github.com/Mikubill/sd-webui-controlnet
 

then“Apply and Restart UI“
Afterwards copy all your Control net files you downloaded ind the beginning into this Folder 



Combine 2 Control Nets
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNIHZInV3mg&t=223s

Open source text Ai: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w41-MUfxIWo



We are using an extra piece of software to create  for Stable diffusion, ist a similar  LORAs
process that Lensa.ai uses to produce your Portraits in different Styles and Outts.

Choose A Foto - scale it with BIRME to 512 x 512 or 768 x 768, then under „Train“ --  
Preprocess Images -- use Blip for caption (Input und Output folder.)

Now in a more detailed way:

Go to https://github.com/bmaltais/kohya_ss copy the following comand „  git clone 
https://github.com/bmaltais/kohya_ss.git
cd kohya_ss
.\setup.bat   „

and run it in the terminal (cmd). Wait a few minutes and then answer the questions as 
below:



If you have a certain Graphics card you can do the next step

afterwards go to the Kohya_ss folder and start gui.bat

Like with Stable Diffusion paste this URL in your browser and go on.



Now it comes to choiosing the images you want to train your Lora with. anything goes, if 
you are using google us „large“ in image search. 
Then go to Birme.net and scale the selected images to 512x512 or 768 x 768

 



Now it comes to choiosing the images you want to train your Lora with. anything goes, if 
you are using google us „large“ in image search. 
Then go to Birme.net and scale the selected images to 512x512 or 768 x 768.

Go  to the Kohya Gui to create automated Caption for each image:

Afterwards open the caption les and input your Trigger Word for the Lora (something very 
specic Like Hansiiii or Corrrrggiii) and you could even improve  the automated Caption 
manually.



Now ist time to create 3 Folders: Image 
        Log
        Model
In the „Image Folder“ we need a new Folder with a number in its  name. 
The number comes from 1500 (minimum trainingsteps) divided by the amount of images 
we have (but the number should be at least 100)

Finally training can begin:
At rst we need 1 of 2 diff settings les:
https://mega.nz/le/ndFRwTIB#-T-6AKXtK8Xa8VZGzNAjARNUyGTj2qEYSLp7zePDOIs
https://mega.nz/le/zFNjlJAL#uB2uTAvcqLohSUzYBgtuBcAMt4Jnclg6jVV5YE4s0F4



Link the corresponding folders and you can train right away



mit guter GPU kann man das au f 
768 x768  erhöhen



Check this if you 
have a weaker GPU



Go to the Loras mdoel folder und copy the file to the following folder:

Now one last extension is needed
In SD Extras go to Extension - Load from Adress, load it and then activate



Now you can load your Loras, choose them and you will see your trigger wqord appearing.
The number signies the strength of your special loo, mostly ist advise to decrease it to 0.9-
to get the best results.
Xou can also combine different Loras but the sum of the Lora weight numbers always has 
to add up to 1. (e.g.: 0.3, 0.3 and 0.4)

Now you can load your Loras, choose them and you will see your trigger wqord appearing.
The number signies the strength of your special loo, mostly ist advise to decrease it to 0.9-
to get the best results.
You can also combine different Loras but the sum of the Lora weight numbers always has to 
add up to 1. (e.g.: 0.3, 0.3 and 0.4)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70H03cv57-o&t=659s



https://stable-diffusion-art.com/prompt-guide/#Keyword_weight



https://stable-diffusion-art.com/prompt-guide/#Keyword_weight



https://stable-diffusion-art.com/prompt-guide/#Keyword_weight



Keyword blending

(This syntax applies to AUTOMATIC1111 GUI.)

You can mix two keywords. The proper term is prompt scheduling. The syntax is

    [keyword1 : keyword2: factor]

factor controls at which step keyword1 is switched to keyword2. It is a number between 0 and 1.

For example, if I use the prompt

    Oil painting portrait of [Joe Biden: Donald Trump: 0.5]

for 30 sampling steps.

That means the prompt in steps 1 to 15 is

    Oil painting portrait of Joe Biden

And the prompt in steps 16 to 30 becomes

    Oil painting portrait of Donald Trump

The factor determines when the keyword is changed. it is after 30 steps x 0.5 = 15 steps.

The effect of changing the factor is blending the two presidents to different degrees.

You may have noticed Trump is in a white suit which is more of a Joe outfit. This is a perfect example of a very important rule for 
keyword blending: The first keyword dictates the global composition. The early diffusion steps set the overall composition. The 
later steps refine details. 
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Embeddings explained:






